“Richard Billingham’s beautifully honest photos of his alcoholic dad and his mountainous, letter-covered home in Essex hit the nail on the head of the “tarnished glory” notion — the title of Charles Saatchi’s addictive 1995 book about the art world. (And, my word, the way Saatchi describes Billingham’s photos...)”

“Maybe the least likely of all the books to make my 20th-century list is the work of a very young South American photographer. Growing up in a yurt in frozen, end-of-the-earth Siberia, Ága, the daughter of Nanook, embarks on an arduous journey to find her. Staggeringly photographed in widescreen (‘Director Milko Lazarov and his cinematographer form a soundscape: bragging, complaining, joking, sharing the daily experiences of working-class kids. One

“Stuffed by Philippe Hoang (2018, Bulgaria / Germany / France, 96 minutes, in Saka with English subtitles) is a film that celebrates the beauty and mystery of animals. It’s a journey into the world of taxidermy, a field that has been around for centuries and has played a crucial role in the understanding of animals and their habitats. The film explores the process of preserving animals, from the initial moment of death to the final presentation, and offers a glimpse into the lives of taxidermists, who are dedicated to their craft.

“Angels Are Made of Light (2018, France, 74 minutes, in French with English subtitles) is a film by the accomplished director James Longley. The film captures ineffable moments of childhood wonderment that manage to shine through the ruined buildings and into the heart of contemporary Kabul. Directed by two Afghan directors —(producers: Emelie Mahdavian / KIMSTIM) — and then shelved for more than a decade before being released. Filming the war-torn streets of Kabul provided insight into a culture too often vilified due to Western ignorance.”

“saatchi’s epochal late ’90s exhibition of fantasy or “cryptozoological” animals. Whether tattooed or strictly white-bread, these new taxidermists are no mere whites with a Masters degree in Environmental History, so she approached the subject

“Los Reyes (2018, France, 126 minutes, in French with English subtitles) is a film directed by the talented Erkki Tammik. The film captures the daily experiences of working-class kids, sharing the stories of their daily lives, from the struggles of growing up in a city torn apart by decades of war, the ravages of Taliban rule, and a

“JULY 24 – AUGUST 5

“Midnight Traveler (2018, Lebanon, 108 minutes, in Arabic with English subtitles) is a film directed by the accomplished director Sean Baker. The film tells the story of a "charming" Lebanese family who travel across the Middle East, capturing their experiences with humor and insight.

“Angels Are Made of Light

“Ray & Liz (2018, UK, 92 minutes, in English with French subtitles) is a film directed by the accomplished director Richard Billingham. The film tells the story of a 2000s punk rock band whose members are determined to survive in a brutal world. (co-writer: Stephen Mangan) — and then shelved for more than a decade before being released. Filming the war-torn streets of Kabul provided insight into a culture too often vilified due to Western ignorance.”
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“JULY 12 – AUGUST 5

“Fly on the Wall (2018, UK, 113 minutes, in English with French subtitles) is a documentary directed by the talented Mark Laven. The documentary examines the lives of working-class kids in contemporary Kabul, capturing their daily experiences and struggles with humor and insight.
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Support Film Forum

A nonprofit cinema since 1970, Film Forum has flourish ed over nearly 50 years, presenting independent film premieres and some ambitious repertory programs. This generosity of our supporters has been critical to our endurance. All gifts are tax-deductible to the fullest extent allowed by law.

Memorials

Begin your year-end generosity with a memorial for a loved one. See printed for schedule of memorials or filmforum.org/memorial.

Corporate Sponsorship

Businesses that sponsor our various programs can receive a tax benefit of up to 30% of the total gift, and permanent naming opportunities. Packages start at $2,000.

End of Year Appeal

We solicit gifts late annually to support our nearly $6 million operating budget.

Planning Giving

Please consider Film Forum this year and make your tax deduction before mid-year.

Endowment

Our endowment began with a grant from the New York State Council on the Arts. Earnings from the endowment contributes to our operating budget. Gifts of $10,000 or more may be used to create endowed funds for the support of specific types of programs.

The Joris Ivens Foundation

You can make a gift to the Joris Ivens Foundation for the purpose of securing the preservation of Mr. Ivens’s films.

The Film Forum Charitable Trust

The Film Forum Charitable Trust was created to enable our supporters to create endowed funds for the support of specific types of films.

All gifts are tax-deductible.

Special Programs For Our Members

Young Film Forum

Members in their 20s and 30s, at the $125 level and above, receive a monthly email of highlights and selections of films for special events throughout the year for their dedicated forum alignment.

The Cool Club

Dinner events for those who perceive comfortably in Film Forum for 20 years and are automatically members of The Cool Club.

Special events and benefits occur annually.

Memorial Benefits

Thank You Gift Features:

$250: You and an honored friend are invited to a post-screening discussion with the filmmaker and the director of special events.

$500: Includes all of above and a one year film pass.

$750: Includes all of above and two years film passes.

$1,000: Includes all of above and ten years film passes.

$5,000: Includes all of above and lifetime film passes.

Special Events:

Inaugural Benefit: October 11, 2019

Location: The Edison Ballroom

Tickets: $500 / $250 / $125

Plus special offers, special events: filmforum.org/benefit

E-Newsletter: Receive a bimonthly e-mail with program news, special offers, and film info. Mailing list is not for sale.

Inquiries

Call: (212) 627-2035 or email: filmforum@filmforum.org

TO ORDER MEMORIALS OR FUNDRAISING MATERIALS CALL (212) 627-2035 OR EMAIL filmforum@filmforum.org

www.filmforum.org

Copyright © 2019 Film Forum Inc.

Membership Benefits

We solicit gifts late annually to support our nearly $6 million operating budget. All gifts are tax-deductible to the fullest extent allowed by law.

One Child Nation

Directed by Matt Tyrnauer

“Beyond Machiavellian” – Roger Stone on Roy Cohn